All students must be fully familiar with the Theory and Methods lists. Students must then choose two subfields from this list:

- Advanced Industrial Societies
- Civil Society and Social Movements
- Democratization
- Formal and Informal Institutions
- Nationalism and Ethnicity
- Political Economy of Development
- The State
- Women and Politics

**Theory (Required)**

Methods (Required)


**Advanced Industrial Societies (Subfield)**

6. Hall, Peter and David Soskice (eds). *Varieties of Capitalism*. Oxford U Press. [Chapters 1, 4.]

**Civil Society and Social Movements (Subfield)**

19. McAdam, Doug, John McCarthy, and Mayer Zald (eds). 1996. *Comparative Perspectives on Social Movements: Political Opportunities, Mobilizing Structures, and Cultural Framings*. Cambridge U Press. [Chapters 1, 6 & 11.]
33. Tocqueville, Alexis de. 1835. Democracy in America. [Sections on political associations]

Democratization (Subfield)


Formal and Informal Institutions (Subfield)

1. Almond, Gabriel and Sydney Verba. 1965. The Civic Culture: Political Attitudes and Democracy in Five Nations. Little, Brown. [Chapters 1, 2, 4, 12.]
25. Ramseyer, Mark and Frances Rosenbluth. 1993. *Japan’s Political Marketplace*. Cambridge U Press. [Chapters 1, 2, 4, 6, 10.]


27. Steinmo, Kathleen Thelen and Frank Longstreth (eds), *Structuring Politics. Historical Institutionalism in Comparative Analysis*. Cambridge U Press. [Chapters 1-4.]


---

**Nationalism and Ethnicity (Subfield)**


Political Economy of Development (Subfield)


The State (Subfield)


**Women and Politics (Subfield)**
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